INTRODUCTION
This report contains, in digital form on the accompanying diskettes, a generalized geologic map covering the northern part of the Rudolph Hill quadrangle and the southern part of the Powderhorn quadrangle, Colorado (Fig. 1) . The data was digitized from the geologic maps of the same two quadrangles (Olson, 1974; Hedlund and Olson, 1975) .
The original intent of digitizing the maps was to produce page size and poster size maps and illustrations in support of ongoing studies of the Iron Hill carbonatite/alkaline rock complex (e.g. Rowan et al., in press; Watson et al., in press) . It is being provided in this digital format to make it available to others working in the Iron Hill area. It could be used to produce a base or field map, such as Plate 1, or, because it is in digital form, used as a component of a Geographic Information System (GIS) of the area.
PROCEDURES
The lithologic boundaries, major faults, and roads were hand digitized fro*n copies of the geologic maps using GSMAP version 6.0 (Seiner and Taylor, 1989) on an MS-DOS based microcomputer. The databases were then converted to GSMAP ASCII format, rewritten into ARC/INFO generate format, and copied to a UNIX-based computer system for further processing. In ARC/INFO, digitizing errors were corrected, polygon topology was built, and then each polygon was assigned a lithologic unit code. The data were again written into ARC/INFO generate format as lines and polygons and converted to GSMAP ASCII and database formats. Table 1 lists the line and polygon codes used in the GSMAP databases and their associated unit codes and unit names used in the ARC/INFO databases.
MAP CONTENT
During the process of digitizing and editing of the data, the information was generalized to simplify the resultant map. The generalization was made in two ways: 1) Some of the information from the original maps was not digitized. The omitted data include mine and prospect locations, structural data, minor faults, dikes, and lithologic unit: of limited areal extent. The only fault that was digitized is the Cimarron fault; the major fault in the area that traverses north west-southeast across the map; 2) Some units of similar lithology or age were combined. The pyroxenite, ijolite, and uncompahgrite lithologies were combined into a single unit; six Tertiary volcanic tuffs were combined into four units; and all Quaternary age deposits were combined into a single unit. Refer to the key or Plate 1 for the equivalence of lithologic units between the original maps and the generalized map.
Provided with this report is a correlation chart (Fig. 2) that is a composite of the correlation charts that accompany the published geologic maps. It has been modified to include only the units that occur within the boundaries of the map in this report.
DIGITAL DATA
The digital data are provided on the accompanying diskettes in GSMAP A SCII and ARC/INFO interchange formats.
GSMAP files
The map is provided in GSMAP ASCII format files as both line and polygon codes. ASCII format is used because this is the format that is most easily modified for input into other mapping software if the user does not have access to, or prefers to use software other than, ARC/INFO or GSMAP. The GSMAP files are contained on diskette 1 and are listed below.
ih_line.asc -Geologic map as line segments in geographic coordinate?. ih_line.plt -Plot control file for display and plotting of the lines. ih_poly.asc -Geologic map as polygons in geographic coordinates. ih_poly.plt -Plot control file for display and plotting of the polygons. ih.prjProjection file used to display the maps in polyconic projection. Although digitized in GSMAP version 6.0, the final editing and production of these files was done in GSMAP version 8.0 (Seiner and Taylor, 1992) , and the .asc files are in version 8 ASCII format. The only difference, however, between the version 6 and version 8 ASCII file formats is the addition of the word GEODETIC in the first line of the version 8 files. Therefore, to convert to version 6 format, delete the first line of the .asc, files. To then make use of these data, convert the .asc files to GSMAP database format using option 4 in GSMUTIL (utility programs included with the GSMAP software).
ARC/INFO files
The ARC/INFO interchange format files are contained on diskette 2 and a^e listed below.
geology.eOO -geologic unit coverage. faults.eOOfault coverage. roads.eOOroad coverage. SOOshade.eOO -shadeset of 500 colors used to select the colors for the map. mapcolor.eOO -look-up-table of colors selected for the map. keycolor.eOO -look-up-table of colors selected for the map key. Although these interchange files were produced using ARC version 7.0 under the UNIX operating system, according to the documentation, they should be compatible with subsequent versions and other computer platforms running ARC/INFO. When imported, the .eOO files will recreate the coverage polygons, polygon identification numbers, associated lithologic unit codes for each polygon, and the shadeset and look-up-tables needed to plot the map.
Additional support files contained on diskette 2 are: import.amlfile of ARC commands to be used for importing the interchange (.eOO) files to ARC/INFO database format. fault.keytext for the fault part of the map key.
